
 

 

Snowman Adventures Block 10 

 

 

Block 10:  Cut the sky fabric 9½" x 13" and the snow fabric 

5" x 13". Overlap the pieces by about 1" and cut a gentle 

curve. Stitch the two pieces together and square to 12½" x  

12½".  

Prepare the appliques:  Each of the gifts sitting on the sled is cut as a single shape 

and then stitched with white thread to add dimension. The dashed lines on the 

templates are the stitching lines.   

Assembling the block:  Begin the block with the tree trunk and the tree. Next add 

the snowman. Position him so his arms can reach the tree. Place the body and 

then slip the back arm and back leg under the body, fuse and edge stitch. Put his 

other leg in place, fuse and edge stitch. Add his vest and the red part of his hat 

next. To have the snowman holding an ornament to hang on the tree fuse it to his 

back arm now.  His other arm will cover a small portion of the ornament to make 

it look like he is ready to hang it on the tree. (See the Ornaments section on the 

next page) Position his other arm, hat band and knob and his boots complete the 

snowman. I stitched a line between his boots as shown on the template. Add his 

nose, eye and smile and he is finished.  

Position the sled bottom, fuse and edge stitch along the top and the back. Place 

the largest of the gifts and fuse in place. I straight stitched the edges and the 

dimension lines. Add the second and third gifts. Put the side of the sled in place, 

fuse and edge stitch. For the quilt block I drew the sled runners with a brown 

fabric marker and the sled rope with a gray marker. On the wallhanging version I 

straight stitched the runners with brown thread and hand embroidered the rope 

with gray. 

 

 



Ornaments: The tree ornaments are cut from a Christmas fabric and fused in 

place. I did not edge stitch them. Press the fusible on the wrong side of the fabric. 

I found it is easier to remove the paper backing of the fusible before cutting out 

the ornaments. It is sometimes difficult to release the paper from small cut outs 

without getting stringy edges. My ornaments are all balls but you can use any 

small print to get items to decorate the tree. The star at the top of the tree is also 

cut from a printed fabric. He seems to have dropped a couple ornaments in the 

snow too. 

To complete the wall hanging: I added a narrow border of green at the bottom of 

the block and then more of the snow fabric. For the top I added a narrow white 

and then ore of the sky fabric. I glued an angel ornament in the sky and hand 

stitched a string of miniature lights along the white border.  

There are many little trims that can be found in the fabric stores this time of the 

year. Check by the Christmas village displays too for small things to add to your 

block. They have strings of battery operated mini lights that would make your wall 

hanging light up.  I'm not sure my wall hanging is finished yet. It needs some 

snowflakes and maybe some more presents or toys in the snow at the bottom of 

the piece. Have fun finding just the right embellishments to complete your 

project. 

 

 

 


